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PROMET SPA&WELLNESS

Complete planning,
consultancy and construction
of spa&wellness centers
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Promet A.S. provides extensive services for design
and implementation of Spa&Wellness centers.
With its high quality policy, experience and knowhow in sauna, steam room and Turkish Hamam
constructions, Promet brings a fresh and innovative
approach to planning and construction of hot & wet
and hydro thermal areas. International hotel chains,

major day spas and Fitness centers appreciate
the exclusive services of Promet A.S. starting
from conceptual design and spa consultancy to
construction Management and project coordination.
Good design and technical expertise coupled with
extensive industry knowledge makes Promet A.S.
the ideal choice for creation of your dream spa.
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With a team of experienced Architects, interior
designers, industrial designers, technicians
and project managers, Promet is deeply
committed to improving its clients’ projects.
The fundamental values of our practice, design,
innovation and sustainability enable us to
identify spa design trends and new directions.
Promet provides a comprehensive package
of services that follows a project from not only
from conceptual design and implementation,
but also consultancy and after sale services.
PROMET designs, engineers, manufactures
and constructs whole SPA & WELLNESS
areas, consisting of Turkish Baths to Steam
Rooms; Saunas, Cold Rooms; Pools; Showers
Systems; Wellness and Therapy Rooms and
Fitness areas. Promet also supplies high
range of spa equipment as well as custom
made spa fixtures that developed at its own
facilities. Promet also takes the responsibility
of our cultural heritage Turkish Hamam while
preserving the sense of culture and space,
thus integrating Hamam with new innovations
and influence design standards at a global
level.
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With high quality policy, vast experience and ultimate
knowledge from hundreds of prestigious projects
completed, Promet enables to complete every aspect
of its projects to the smallest detail necessary and
create a harmony between aesthetics and functionality,
as well as flexibility and sustainability.
Pushing the Spa design envelope, Promet can offer
clients a complete package of services, starting from
conceptual design, feasibility studies, architectural
and engineering solutions, production, installation,
project coordination, project management, after sales
services and up to turn key planning and realization
of spa & wellness facilities and as well as spa
consultancy. Our approach is to provide the high level
customer satisfaction by developing the project from
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start to finish, and making sure its quality is like the first
day by providing maintenance and technical support
by our specialist team.
Promet worked for realization of many prestigious
international chains such as
Amritta Spa of
Swissotel, Hilton, Sheraton, Raffles Hotel, Kempinski,
Four Seasons, Ramada, Caudalie Vinotherapie
Spa, Marriott, Hyatt, Radisson Sas, Le Meridien,
Movenpick, Jumeirah and as well as major Day Spas
of esteemed brands like Mac, Sports International,
Emaar, Anantara.
Promet being the leading spa design and build
company in Turkey aims to be the preferred supplier to
high-end and international hotel chains in our territory
and continue to highlight the importance of hamams in
the spa and wellness environment globally.
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GÜRAL AFYON
THERMAL HOTEL SPA

Gural Afyon Thermal Hotel, owned by Kutahya Seramik Group, is located at
the city of Afyon, an area famous for its thermal hot springs that serve to
medical purposes as well as the wellbeing experience.
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Spa of the hotel is based on 9500
sqm. including a physiotherapy
area of 1000 sqms. The unique
Aliva Spa Thermal Spa Center is
where you will have the opportunity to experience the therapeutic
thermal spring waters of Afyon
in unparalleled surroundings. Be
rest assured that during the time
you spend there, it will pamper
you far more than you can pamper yourself.

Spa of the hotel is based on 9500
sqm. including a physiotherapy area
of 1000 sqms. The unique Aliva Spa
Thermal Spa Center is where you will
have the opportunity to experience
the therapeutic thermal spring
waters of Afyon in unparalleled
surroundings. Be rest assured that
during the time you spend there, it
will pamper you far more than you
can pamper yourself.
Spa Reception is located at the core
of the star shaped building with
3 arms, and Spa is separated into
5 parts on these 3 arms with an
additional Massage Rooms Building
with a separate entrance through the
spa reception.
Main spa is divided into two parts as
Female and Male sections which has
access through the corridor of the
Family Hamams. There are 8 family

Hamams which includes hot marble
stones to give you the experience
of a traditional ritual, can be used by
one family or a group of friends. All
hamams are designed traditionally
with a mix of contemporary materials,
such as Brezza glass mosaics
produced by Kutahya Seramik Group.
Each Family room has a built-in
thermal jetted hot tub with a semidome roof which includes elephant
eye lighting allowing the natural
light in. Four of these rooms include
Finnish Sauna and a kitchenette, a
relaxation room with private WCs,
and they all furnished with massage
beds.
Passing by the corridor of the Family
Hamams, you reach to the Spa
area that is divided into two parts
as Female and Male Spa Areas.
Through the changing rooms, you

Turkish
Bath

A Turkish bath is a centuries
old tradition and a place
where you can indulge
yourself with a soothing
lather bath massage or
body scrub on the marble
platform (göbek taşı) or
a relaxing steam bath.
Experience our rich heritage
first hand and attain vigor
and vitality by visiting one of
the two Turkish baths and
relaxation room (ılıklık) to
wind down.
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arrive to the spa square which
decorated by water fixtures. Each
spa area has a 150 sqm of hamam
and a 150 sqm of Caldarium.
Hamams and Caldariums are
designed traditionally, centering
the main dome which has been
hand painted with use of traditional
ornamentation. While the elephant
eye applications led the natural
light in the space, smaller lodges
can give a more private experience
throughout the whole space. Each
hamam has 14 kurnas, a big hot
stone in the middle and 2 separate
scrub beds for private treatments.
Each kurna is outlined by hand
carved marble frame, decorated
with custom made ceramic tiles
which is designed by Kutahya
Seramik especially for this project.
Apart from the hamams, each spa
area includes a Finnish Sauna , a
bio-sauna, a steam room enriched
with aromatherapy and Chroma
therapy, ice fountain, 2 showers
with side jets, shock shower and
a silent relaxing room with heated
loungers. All saunas decorated
with the perfect combination of
wood and Kutahya Ceramic tiles.
As well as the Saunas, Steam

Rooms are created with a unique
juxtaposition of special Kutahya
Seramik mosaics and tiles.
Through Spa Units, you can reach
to 2 thermal pools with different
thermal water temperatures; a
kid’s pool and a thermal hot-tub.
Additionally, ladies pool area also
includes a swimming pool with
dynamic roof structure that can
open and close during different the
seasons.
Mix spa area is also included to
the project at the opposite site of
the Spa arm. Furthermore, mix spa
arm includes fitness and yoga/
meditation rooms which has been
provided with separate changing
rooms. Mix spa features are finnish
sauna with garden view, aromatic
steam room, adventure shower,
shock shower, ice fountain, hot
tub and relaxing area. Indoor and
outdoor pools, aqua park can also
be reached through the mix spa
corridor.
Separated Physiotherapy reception
is located on the third arm of
the star shape building.
The
program includes doctor’s office,
physician’s office, 8 therapy rooms,
one common exercise area and 4

hydrotherapy rooms. The aim of
the design of the Physiotherapy
wing is to create a cozy and warm
environment with the use of light,
shadows and color. There are also 2
aqua-therapy pools; one for female
and one for male clients, each
with 4 Balneotherapy tubs. With
its circular lay out, entire area lets
patients to go from one treatment
to another without any distraction
and all treatments and exercises
are monitored by professional
doctors.
Wellness (Massage section) wing
entrance is located adjacent to the
spa reception which is designed
as separate 3 rings connected to
each other to provide the flow of
the energy that is essential for
wellbeing. In order to create open
transaction, spaces are covered
with skylights through the green
roof. There are 11 single massage
rooms, 2 wet massage rooms, 3
couple massage rooms with hot
tubs and also a VIP Spa complete
with a hot tub, sauna and a steam
shower. All rooms integrated with
daylight from the windows that
opens to a nice view from the green
gardens.
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Facials and Body Treatments
Don’t be surprised if after your
getaway at Güral Afyon you have
people telling you that your vacation
agreed with you and that you look
great and have blossomed. Your
face and the elasticity of your skin
will look and feel healthier after a
treatment at our center applied with
a variety of techniques from facial
and body masks to relaxants and
peelings.
Physiotherapy
In collaboration with healthcare
professionals,
physiotherapists
and hydrotherapists, you will not
only be revitalized physically, but
you will also experience all the
splendors of the wellness world. You
will feel soothed with a variety of
physiotherapy remedies to include
water exercises, balneotherapy,
individualized
exercises
and
exercises utilizing machines.
Yoga and Pilates
The goal of yoga is to align your
body and soul. A morning session
is an optimum choice if you’d like
to start off your day in a tranquil
manner. With Pilates, you can attain
a more flexible and healthier body.
Fitness Center
Everyone strives to attain a healthy
body. A few hours spent sweating
off and purifying yourself of
toxins at our Fitness center with
our professional instructors will
invigorate your body and soul.
GURAL AFYON Thermal hotel is
proud of its being awarded as
“the best wellness hotel in Turkey”
although it has just been opened.
For more information
PROMET SPA&WELLNESS

Aysegul Sungur
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Cemil Topuzlu Caddesi Tibas Vakfi
Dalyan Konut Sitesi E Blok Kat: 9
D:17 Fenerbahce 34726 Kadıköy
ISTANBUL TURKEY
T: +90 216 368 48 40
F: +90 216 368 41 71
E-mail: info@promet.com.tr
www.promet.com.tr
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